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Editorial 
Propshaft is your newsletter and contributions are always welcome on boating related subjects. If submitting 
articles it makes my job much easier if copy can be formatted in Arial font at 10 pitch. 
 

President’s Report –  
 
  

Wellington Offshore series round 2 Sun 07 May 
 
Another normal Wellington day with little to no wind with the odd large puff thrown in. Course layout a bit 
different from the National series. M buoy doubled as the start line on the front straight. There were 2 x penalty 
buoys running parallel to the 2 end buoys. This prevented no angled runs to and from what would have been 
1 single penalty buoy.  Another Pieter designed variation. Some competitors mastered it while others 
struggled. Again 2 x 15 minute heats + 1 x 30 minute heat for each competitor with 2 x 10 lap heats thrown in 
for those who dared to enter. 
  
New regatta rules were set by Contest Director (Peter Collier) at the drivers briefing.  
 

1. Each heat had a set time to start with more than enough time between heats to do tune ups and 
man rescue boat. 
2. Each rescue boat capable person nominated their names to man rescue boats for heats they were 
not racing in and had to write them against the heat sheet. 
3. Paper was put out so competitors could write their heat and times to start for their reference. 
4. If the race started and you were not ready the race started anyway. Tough! 
 

There were a few grumblings at the drivers brief but by the end I think everyone will agree that the day went 
along without a hitch with very little reminder PA announcements and checking all competitors were ready. 
Most importantly a cumulative 45 to 60 minutes of messing around between heats was eliminated. It certainly 
made the two Assistant Contest Directors very happy. Good work everyone. Thanks to Peter Collier. 
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Offshore racing review Heat 1 & 2 
Overall the water conditions were more suited to hydro racing than offshore. But alas larger boats took to the 
water. After the first 6 heats there was a trend emerging. Bruce (P3) 73 laps, Trevor (P3) 82 laps, John B (P3) 
79 laps, Darrell (P2) 58 laps, Terry (P2) 50 laps. I have to say that there were some incredible handling and 
some dramatic acrobatics along the way. Good thing was that most boats were still running after the first 2 
heats. The only casualties were Rudy after 3 laps. DNF due to electrical servo issues. Tony what can I say. 
Running a 1883 I mean 1983 34 year old Glow plug Enduro 2 boat. In his 2nd heat his boat ended up in the 
rocks on the far side of the river bank. Tony’s comment was if the boat went any slower it would be going 
backwards. It can’t have been going that slow if it had power to end up halfway up the rocks let alone reach 
them I reckon. 

 
Is that Nigel’s boat with hatch cover still on???               Peter Collier great run till running out of fuel. 
 
Cats scrap race Heat 1 
8 Starters. Finally we had 4 boats finish the 10 laps. (Yahoo!!!!). Especially after the round 1 series fiasco. 
Congratulations to Trevor Emerson (400pts), Nigel Wong (300pts), Terry Riddiford (169pts), Murray Smithson 
(225pts), for restoring the name Cat Scrap and not Cats Crap after they completed all the 10 laps. Trevor and 
Bruce took off at the start like a bat out of hell going at it hammer and tongs for the first three laps. Trevor first 
with Bruce right behind until the inevitable happened and Bruce stuffed up and 1 cat down. The rest of you 

could have done better. 

 
Crowded on the back straight, Trevor, Terry, Keith at it.              Nigel, Terry, Keith , still upright. 
 
Offshore racing review Heat 3 
Some great racing was seen by all. Of particular interest was a 5 lap dual between Trevor and John B. John 
B hugging the buoy line and Trevor’s speed trying to go around him. But the wyllie old fox kept him out for 5 
laps until Trevor got around him and his wash flipped Johns Boat. The crowd groaned. In Bruce’s heat we saw 
a repeat on a previous heat when his boat flew up in the air, barrel rolled and did a pirouette before landing 
the right side up. Bruce still had the motor running and continued on as if nothing happened. Trevor (P3) was 
up there circulating consistently until near the end when he had 2 whoopsy moments which cost him the 
outright, overall =2nd with a total of 147 laps. Mark Graham’s (P1) run was the best of the day, 83 laps worth. 
Just goes to show what a smaller prop and taking the right racing lines can achieve, overall = 2nd with 147 
laps. Overall winner goes to NZ1 Bruce Clarke (P3) whose steady control saw him take out overall 1st with a 
total of 154 laps. Congratulations to Keith Ewing for conceding more penalties than Hurricanes ever did in one 
match. Keith I lost count after 12. Great to see everyone taking the penalty buoy’s when they knew they had 
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to. Scorers only took 1 lap off 1 competitor. We think he may have not seen his boat miss a buoy due to the 
sun reflecting onto the water at buoy 2.  

 
Mark Graham on his near perfect heat 3 run.                  Closest to camera Mark on his way to 83 laps. 
 
Cats scrap race Heat 2  
Forgive me for thinking it was series 1 all over again. There were boats upside down in the water all over the 
course before the race had even started.  One cat ended up over the rocks and onto the top of bank on the 
other side. Never mind Rudy, Peter climbed up the bank and retrieved it for you. So we decided to cancel it to 
avoid damage to all boats both in the water and those that were running. We ran it at the end of final offshore 
heat. 
 
Restart and 7 starters decided to give it ago. Whilst counting the boats and tilting my head up it seemed that 
more and more boats appeared to be floating down the river in all sorts positions. Only 2 finished. Nigel proved 
that speed meant nothing when he finished both heats to claim king of the Cat Scrappers. Good thing was 
that 1 boat managed to complete 2 full 10 laps. Well done Nigel. 

   
Bruce’s cat just before the inevitable happened.    Nigel’s yellow cat. Certainly not a yellow submarine. 
 
Thank you all for your continued support of our event. Hope to see you all in August for the Wellington Offshore 
round 3 on 6 August. 
 
Please find attached total results table. 

Cat Scrap   Heat 1 Pts Heat 2  Pts Total Place 

Nigel Wong 261 2 300 1 400 700 1 

Trevor Emerson 78 1 400 DNF 25 425 2 

Keith Ewing 27 DNF 25 2 300 325 3 

Murray Smithson 69 3 225 DNF 25 250 4 

Terry Riddiford 32 4 169 DNF 25 194 5 

Bruce Clarke 12 DNF 25 DNF 25 50 6= 
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Leigh Marsden 131 DNF 25 DNF 25 50 6= 

Rudy van Vlerken 204 DNF 25 DNS 0 25  8 

  

Offshore   Date 7-May-
17 

            

Name NZMPBA
# 

Engine 
Class 

Round 
1 

Round 
2 

Round 
3 

Total Overall 
place 

Class 
Place 

Class 

Bruce Clarke 12 P3 33 40 81 154 1 1 P3 

Mark Graham 102 P1 25 39 83 147 2= 1 P1 

Trevor Emerson 78 P3 41 41 65 147 2= 2 P3 

Nigel Wong 261 P3 39 26 71 136 4 3 P3 

John Belworthy 76 P3 39 40 52 131 5   P3 

Darrell Hansen 31 P2 37 21 68 126 6 1 P2 

Peter Collier 23 P3 16 34 71 121 7   P3 

Keith Ewing 27 PX 12 35 59 106 8 1 PX 

Leigh Marsden 131 P2 27 29 42 98 9 2 P2 

Pieter Lokum 83 P1 31 18 29 78 10 2 P1 

Terry Riddiford 32 P2 34 16 19 69 11 3 P2 

Tony Rutledge 43 B 30 28   58 12 1 B 

Murray 
Smithson 

69 P3 21 22 7 50 13   P3 

Rudy van 
Vlerken 

204 P2 3     3 14   P2 

 
Barry Mildenhall Assistant Contest Director. 
 
 

2017 BOP Champs,  Thunder Valley,  13th May 
 
It seems to be that lately when we are about to run a key event at Thunder Valley, mother nature sees fit to 
open up a can of “woop arse” and bash us half to death with some sort of weather event ! 
This time seemed to be no exception, Friday 12th saw us getting belted around by the spin off from another 
cyclone passing by. Again another big dump of rain and gale winds in isolated areas saw the lake flood yet 
again...not quite as bad as the previous 2 or 3 times, but water none the less was lapping at the hotpits beach... 
The forecast for Saturday was superb, so we held on with fingers crossed it would come right, and overnight 
it did...for a change. 
With 11 or so entries for the day and quite full fields for each class, then we were in for a great day of racing. 
The BOP Champs is basically a BOP Club Race day format, but the titles are winner take all on the day. 
As usual we saw a range of great close racing, sometimes too close, aerobatics from hydros that went 
skyward, monos that nose dived to the depths, and outriggers take on pitlane pole markers at full noise, with 
the boat coming off second best ! 
I am not sure if anyone got through the day without some sort of a glitch or issue, so it was good to see all 
trying to help each other out of the difficult spots they found themselves in. 
A special thanks must go to Malcolm Stewart for his all day effort Race Directing, Lap Counting and boat 
launching, a top job by a top bloke ! 
 
Results as follows... 
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Open Electric 
1> P Anderson  1600 pts 
2> J Mills   1125 
3> P Botha   350 
 
P1 Thunderboat 
1> B Clarke   1550 
2> T Christiansen  1125 
3> S Trott   375 
4> P Botha   50 
 
Open Mono 
1> P Anderson  1400 
2> P Botha   519 
3> B Clarke   450 
4> B Mills   350 
5> G Alwyn   225 
6> J Burke   50 
 
Open Tunnel 
1> B Clarke   1125 
2> J Burke   950 
3> B Mills   650 
4> P Botha   450 
 
 
 
 
Open Hydro 
1> S Trott   1225 
2> B Mills   325 
3> D Baker   100 
4> M Lee   50 
5> J Burke   25 
 
King of the Lake 
1> B Clarke 
2> B Mills 
3> P Botha 
4> S Trott     DNF 
 
20 Minute Enduro 
1> B Mills   34 laps 
2> S Trott   31 
3> T Christiansen  16 
4> B Clarke   14 
5> G Alwyn   6 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Offshore series update 
 
See the website www.nzmpba.co.nz 
 

http://www.nzmpba.co.nz/
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Club News  
 
Lakes Model Power Boat Club. 
 
1st club day on Lake Maraetai at Mangakino, approximately 45 mins NW of Taupo. 
The day was perfect for fast boating, calm and flat water. 
A triangular course was set out to run around for this informal running (mainly testing) day, 
Thanks, Birmy for the assistance. 
This was also the 1st day boating for Steve Knutson’s new 82” twin Zenoah 30PUM cat. 
Quite some time was devoted to trying to get Steve’s cat going. It was cavitating a lot. Various  
theories were put forward as to a fix. Finally, a crude sharpening of the props was tried with  
some success. Further sharpening with a small file got even better results still. 
Graeme Aylwin and son Paul, Bruce Clarke, John Burke and Martin Whitehea where out running around the 
course at various times. A group of 4 boats having quite an exciting run for the spectators. 
Boats ranged from a small electric to very fast offshores, to even faster petrol outriggers. 
The owner of the Bus Café, Garry Gradwell enjoyed a short run with his petrol waka outrigger 
With it returning to shore after his demonstration run. (Impressive) 
The enjoyable day wound up about 2pm in the afternoon with the majority suggesting we run 
On the 2nd Sunday of each month. (Now official) 
A pleasant surprise find on the day was that there appears to be an underwater shelf of approximate 
5m depth, large enough to set out a 100m oval course in the future. 
Thanks to those that came along for the day and hope to see you on 9th July where we will be a bit more 
organised. 
 
 
Wellington Model Power Boat Club 
 
See report above for Offshore report. 
 
Continuing with our monthly club days, which are very enjoyable tune up days. 

 

Bay of Plenty MPBC 
-`Wairarapa Model Power Boat Club.  
Marlborough, Taranaki, Taupo, Central Club, Manukau, Manawatu, SUHA, Christchurch? 

Bright Ideas – 
Does anyone have any they want to share, this is your mag, share your secrets.  
 
 
 
 

Advertisement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Maraetai
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Welcome to Hobbysmart, New Zealand’s leading retailer of radio control boat parts and 
accessories. 
Our new shopping cart website is up and running, www.hobbysmart.co.nz  we are 
uploading products to our website daily. You will find all the classic brands as well as 
some new exciting brands not seen in New Zealand before. Octura, Speedmaster, Prather, 
Aerotrends, SAB, K&S, Futaba, Klotz, Propshop, Quickdraw, Fuyuan RC, HOR Racing, 
Redevex Tehcnologies, Coolpower, Savox, and much, much more. We are clearing a heap 
of stock so be sure to check out the clearance category.  

Located in the sunny Bay of Plenty 
hobbysmart@vodafone.co.nz 

www.hobbysmart.co.nz 

http://www.hobbysmart.co.nz/
mailto:hobbysmart@vodafone.co.nz
http://www.hobbysmart.co.nz/
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